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The ~M57109 is an MOS/LSI lumber-oriented micro-
processor intended for use in number processing
.1F1pIICatipll'. S iDritdi~ ••IC'IlIQtQt '1l11~t,pfh, lQ$t ond
branch capability, interral number SlOrage, and input!
output instructions ha'Je :1een combmed in this single
chip device. Programm:r,gs Lone in ~alculator keyboard
level language with softw.ire dt:·V.s<opr.it:nt simpLfied and
generated code more rellab,e ~ecause algorithms are
preprogrammed in an on-chip ROM Data or instructions
can be synchronou~ or "jSVi1cnronou~; \.10 dig,t count.
I/O notation mode, and erro, co ltro. Jre us.;; ...rogram·
mabie; a sense input 3,10 ;.d£ outputs ...•:e aVJllOjble for
single bit controL

The MM57109 can be used as a stand-alone processo,
with external ROM/PROM and program couMer (PC).
Alternatively it can be configured as a periphel al device
on the bus of a microprocessor or mir,i(.umputcr.

• Instruments
• Microprocessor/minicomputer extension
• Test equipment
• Process controllers

• Scientific calculator mst:uc ;'> R?i\:J
• Up to 8·rllglt mantissa. ") .~I·llt~xpont!nt
• FC)l.J1 tcgl,l"r :){a •..•"-.. 6 •.',,: n'I..-,t\l.lry IDH,~trfr

• Trigonometric flJnctlOri;) IOgarlthm!c functions.
yx, eX, n, etc.

• Error flag generation CIne. recover,;,

• Flexible input/outpu:
• HOLD input allows u:.y;')chronous instructIon' 0:'

single Slept-'Ing
• Asynchronous digit h...t ·n~tructlon (I'~"'>J. ~·/tl:r

AIN ready (ADR) .n"
• Multid;~il: I/O mstr\.o"': v 1$ i N OuT) witn .I~.;atlng

pOInt or SCientific nOlu!IOnS

• Programmable mantissa digit count for IN, OUT
instructions

• Sense input and flag .oUtputs

• Branch' control
• Conditional and unccnu ,ionJ! pre qram brane'" jog
• Increment/decrement brar,ch on fior,·zero tor

program loops

• Interface simplicity
• Single ¢ clock
• Low power operation
• Generation of I/O control s19rHil5

• Separate digit input, output, ar,o address bus

I J

FUNCTION CALCULATOR MM57109
MICRO-

I PROCESSOR
I

Multidigit
oytes

I/O Keyboard display asynchrono.... ';,
$11191e bit

single bit

Data format
Floating point Floating POint

Binary
Scientific Notation Scientific Notation

Data length Fixed
Variable (1 to 8

Fixed
digit mantissa)

Program Key sequence
External ROM/ External ROM
PC,I1Por FIFO Internal PC

Speed (math I
or 1/0 14-400 ms 0.5-400 ms 0.5--500 ms

Ioperations)

Minimum
number of

1 (external PC
chips for 1-3 2-6
CPU and

and program

RAM
source)



Voltage at Any Pin Relative to Vss Vss + O.3V to vss - 12V
(All Other Pins Connected to VSS)

Ambient Operating Temperature aOc to +70°C

PARAMETER
I-
I Operaling Voltage (VSS - VOO)

Operating Supply Current (100)

1
TYP MAX I UNITS

9.5 V

12 18 mA

V

VoD+1.5 V

6 kf:!

V

VOD+l.5 V

V

VSS-4.0 V

kn

Vss - VDO = 9.5V, TA = 25°C
(Excluding Outputs)

Ose. Input Voltage Levels

Logic High Level (VIH)

Logic Low Level (VI L)

Ose. Input Resistance to VSS

HOLD, POR Input Voltage Levels

Logic High Level (VI H)

Logic Low Level (VI L)

11-16 Input Voltage Levels

Input High Level (VI H)

Input Low Level (VI L)

RtW, Sync, ISE L, BR

External Load Resistor to VDD

to Drive TTL

Vss - VDD = 7.9V

VSS - VDD = 9.5V

VSS-3C I

VOH:'::: VSS -2.3V,

(Note 2)

9.1

(Can Drive

1 LPTTL

Load)

D01-o04, Fl, F2, Error and Ready

External Load Resistor to Voo

to Drive TTL

VOH:'::: VSS -2.3V,

(Note 2)

2

(Drives

1 TTL or

5 LPTTL

Loads)

All Outputs External Resistor to GND =

Output High Voltage (VOH) 10 kn VSS-l VSS V

Output Low VOltage (VoLl " VDD VDD+l V

Note 1: An external resistor from 5k to 20 kn must be tied at the 16 input to VSS to overcome internal load device to VDO'
Note 2: Outputs OA 1-0A4 and OAS cannot drive LPTTL directly and must be buffered by a CMOS driver such as the MM54C902. When any
output drives CMOS an external load resistor of 10 kn to 20 kn must be provided to CMOS ground.

PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS

Ose. Input Frequency 320 400 kHz

Ose. Duty Cycle (Figure 2) 46 56 66 %

Ose. Input

Rise Time (tr) CLOAD = 25 pF, RLOAD = 6 kn 350 ns

Fall Time (tf) RC = 0.151's 50 ns

SYNC Output Interval tB (1 mieroeyele) CLOAD = 250 pF 10.0 12.5 I's

tpdsL 0.1 1.65 I's

tpdsH 0.1 1.25 I's

tHS 0.1 0.8 I's

tpdDAS

trOAS

DA1-DA4. BR(
tpdg

D01-oo4, F'
TIming tpdt<



AC Electrical Characteristics (Continued)

O°C ~ TA ~ +70°C. 7.9V ~ VSS - VDD ~ 9.5V unless oth~rwise stated
-5S'C 10 .12S·C

300'C

"d)

X UNITS

V

mA

V
1.5 V

kn

V
1.5 V

V

l.a V

kn

---..
PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX ..JNI'f.

AfW. ISEL Output TimIng CLoAD' 100 pF 4.4 •..'
tpdf 0

OAS Output Timing

tpdoAS CLOAo' 50 pF 4.4 •..'
trDAS CLOAo $ 20 pF 0.3 ~,

-
CLOAo • 100 pF IDA 1-oA4)OA1-DA4. BROutput Timing

tpdg CLOAo' 250 pF eilA) 0.5 4.0 ~,
001-004. Fl. F2. ROY. ERROR Output 6.0 ~,
Timing tpdK

Oual·Jn·Line Package

11101
11

DAI

'ZfDI
11 OAI

lyOJ 16 aAl

'./04
15

D"

Iyrn\ 1416"JC

~"'NC l~ I1f

DSC "m
IS" " YDD

HOLD " DOl

Rm " " DO)

'DR
01

D02

ROY 12 " DOl

fRROR 1) 16 fl

" 15 VIS

TO'VI(W

VoH(MINI
SYNC (OUY'UT}

VOlfM .•.• '

UNITS
YOH{MINI

M'i,ISElIOVY'UTSJ
kHz YOllM,U)

%
VOHIIllIHI

mIOUT'UTI
VOllMAX!

ns

ns DA1-DA4,n
VOH(""NI

(OUTrUTSI
VOLIMAXI

jJ.S

/-IS 001-004, Fl, n. VOM!MIN)
ROY, ERROR

jJ.s (OUTPUTSI VOLI""'.)

J.lS

"00-+ ...•"

D"BlOCK :;}lfIHE"Jij,llClOCKS
GEN .J

,YO< ..

+-HOlD

RDY

iii

) sueR] IOlliIT,. .•."TlUA
IUGISTUFILE

MEMORY

OAIILlASTI

DA2

DAl
OA. (MOST)

001lLIASn

DD'

DD'
004 (MOSn

',,,I:

Notel: See discussion of timing diagrams on page4.

Note 2: Ose. DUly Cycle· 11 e'l. 12) • q/tp.

Note 3: The last four timing diagrams indicate
that. if the output changes. it will change within
the indicated time. This is not meant to imply
that these signals will change flV8ry microcycle.
The conditions which will cause the various out-
PUts to change are explained in detail in the
functional description section of this manual.

'''':j

'''':j~:::::::::::::::::X=====



This data sheet makes extensive use of timing diagrams
to Illustrate electrical and logical characteristics of signal
inputs and outputs. To avoid confusion concerning these
diagrams, the following conventions have been adopted:

2. Upper side of waveform represents logic "1" (VSSI.
Lower side of waveform represents logic "0" (VDD).

~
t

lOGIC "0"

03. Lines appearing simultaneously at both logic "0"
and logic "1" indicate that the state of the input or
output is either "0" or "1", and does not change
during this time. This is used when the logic state
depends on exactly what the user is doing with the
chip at the time, and thus is unknown to the person
drawing the timing waveform.

t
lOGIC "0" DR ELSE lOGIC "'''. lOGIC '"1"

DEPENDING ON EXACH Y WHAT
THE CHIP IS DOING

4. Lines located at a level between logic "'" and logic
"0" appear on input signals only, and indicate that
the state of the input is a don't care during this time.

t
INPUT IS

"0" DR •., •.

5. An "X" in a waveform indicates that the input or
output may change state at this time.____ x _

t t t
SIGNAL IS SIGNAL MAY SIGNAL IS
"0" DR "1" CHANGE HERE "0" DR "1"

This representation is often used for a group of
inputs or outputs whose logic states are unknown.
but the time at which a signal may change must be
shown. Example;

16-1, X X
t I t I I

FIRST SECOND THIRD
INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTION

I

6, Minimum andlor maximum time values are 'some-
times specified. The interpretation of these values
depends on whether the waveforms are inputs or
outputs. Example;

iR:' ='b=f-=:::::::':
OUTPUT 2 •• 1

The following table shows three different ways in which
these timing diagrams can be interpreted;

PARAMETER MIN MAX COMMENT

(A) ta 3.7/1s Input must be changed
later than 3.7 /1Safter
point "A"

tb 1.9 ms Output 2 will go high
no later than 1.9 ms
after output 1 goes
low

(B) ta 2.4 ns Input must be changed
before 2.4 ns after
point "A"

tb 0.7 s Output 2 will not go
high until at least 0.7 s
after output 1 goes
low

(e) ta 0.6/1S 3.0/1s Input must be changed
between 0.6 and 3.0
/1Safter point "A", no
sooner and no later

tb O.Ol/1s 0.9/1s Output 2 will go high
between 0.01 and 0.9
/1Safter output 1 goes
low

This illustrates the various meanings that must be
attached to time values, dependin0 on whether they
refer to inputs or outputs and whether minimum.
maximum or minimax limits are placed on the value.

7. Rise and fall times are measured from maximum logic
low to minimum logic high. For example. if the maxi-
mum logic low ("0") level (VL(MAX)) of a signal is
VDD + lV, and if the minimum logic high ("1") level
(VH(MIN)) is VSS - 1.5V. then the rise time would
be the time it takes the signal to go from VDD + 1V
to VSS - 1.5V.

Timing diagrams are seldom shown to scale because
of space limitations. However. they do show the pro-
per relationship between waveforms. Consequently,
the reader, .en studying a timing diagram, should
exercise care in understanding what information the
timing diagram is meant to show. and ignore the time
scale distortions that are necessarily introduced,
Example: '

---fI__ ~
A----_-..1' ..1 _

r---E--j
B 0

Waveform relationships are maintained, so pulse A
does come before B. and C and D occur at the same
time. However, the time axis may be distorted. so
pulse width E may not be twice that of pulse A. It
may be 10 times. or even 1000 times wider.
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The MM57109 is intended for microprocessor number
processing applications, either as a microprocessor peri·
pheral chip or as a stand-alone processor. Figure 1 shows
a pinout diagram of the MM57109, giving the pin
numbers and names of the signal lines_ It also shows a
functional block diagram illustrating the internal organi·
zation of the MM57109 and the origin of these signal
lines that are used to communicate with the external
world.

The MM57109 operates on a 9V power supply. In order
to make it TTL compatible, it can be operated from
supplies of 5V and -4V. The signal inputs are designed
to respond properly to TTL logic levels (with the excep·
tion of HOLD and paR) when the MM57109 is operated
in this fashion. (See electrical specifications and Figure 3
for details on LPTTL interfacel.

A 400 kHz oscillator operating between OV and 5V is
required. The rise and fall times and frequency of this
oscillator are not critical, making it relatively easy to
generate_ The MM57109 provides a SYNC output, which
is a signal that goes active low once every 4 oscillator
cycles. A single SYNC pulse corresponds to a single
"rnicrocycle" (about 10 /1s). The execution of a single
MM57109 instruction involves thousands of microcycles.
A later section of this manual will contain a tabulation
of instruction execution tirnes listed in microcycles.

The processor is reset by applying 5V to the paR pin
and then setting it to -4V. (This input is not TTL com·
patible.) The chip will then set the various outputs to
their proper levels and generate 3 ready pulses (ROY).
These read,Ypulses are designed to provide for automatic
processing of an error in stand'alone systems. (See section
titled Error Control.) A microprocessor system would
ignore the first 2 ROY pulses and use the third one as a
"Ready for Instruction" signal.

002

DOl

DO'

Fl
F2

ROY

ERROR

)

VDD

SAME AS
DOl OUTPUT

ISH

MM57109

Rtli
~

The MM57 1Og has 6 instruction iJ1Puts (16-1,) which
are used to provide it with a 6-bit instruction code
(commonly referred to as an "op code"). This op code
corresponds to one of the MM57109 instructions. A list
of instructions, their op codes, and a description of what
they do will be given later in this manual. The 6 instruc·
tion lines are shared by 6 data lines. The output ISEL
identifies which function the 6 lines are performing.
When ISEL = 1, the 6 lines are instruction lines (16-11).
When ISEL = O. the 6 lines are data lines (JC, ADR,
04-0')' In many caSDSthe data lines, which are
associated with the IN, AIN, and TJC instructions, will
not be used. In these instances ISEL can be ignored. If
the data lines are used, ISE L is the select input for six
2-1 multiplexers or an enable input to buffers, latches
or ROMs. Later in this manual sample systems will be
shown illustrating use of ISEL.

A ready output (ROY) goes high when the processor is
ready to read a 6·bit instruction code. This output
operates in conjunction with the HOLD input. When
ROY goes high, it will remain high if HOLD = 1. If
processor instructions are not always ready when ROY
goes high, some method must be provided to set HOLD
= 1. A microprocessor might have a flag output which
holds HOLD = 1 until it is ready to pass an instruction
to the processor. (If instructions are always ready when
ROY goes high, the HOLD input can be tied to "0".)
After ROY goes high, it will wait for HOLD = 0 and then
go low again. At this time the 6-bit instruction code is
read and the instruction is performed.

The branch output (BR) is a 4·microcycle active low
pulse which signals that the result of a test instruction
(e.g. TEST X = 0) was true. This pulse starts prior to
ROY = 1 for the next instruction, and ends slightly
after ROY· 1._.

'I' MMS4C902 DR EQUIV

]"'0. OF MMS4C902
IS'0 lmllQADS

I
J
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Functional Description (Continued)

The 3 signals ROY, HOLD, and ISEL were carelully
chosen to allow the MM57109 to be used as a stand-alone
processor or as a microprocessor peri pheral. In a stand-
alone system, ROY would be a clock for an external
program counter (PC) whose outputs would address a
ROM containing the MM57109 instructions. BR would
parallel load the PC, resulting in a prog'ram branch. In a
microprocessor system, ROY would inform the micro-
processor that the processor is ready for a new instruction.
HOLD would be u,ed to give the microprocessor time
to re,pond to t"e MMS7109.

As shown in Figure 1, the chip has an internal register
file. Each 01 the 5 registers (X, Y, Z, T, and M) has 8
mantissa digits, 2 exponent digits, a decimal point
position indicator, and mantissa and exponent sign bits.
Instructions operate on these registers. The instructions
IN and OUT input and output numbers to and from the
X register. There are 2 possible modes of operation for
IN and OUT instructions. Floating point mode transfers
mantissa digits, a mantissa sign digit, and a decimal point
position digit. Scientific notation mode transfers man-
tissa digits, 2 exponent digits, a digit containing mantissa
and exponent sign bits, and a decimal point position
indicator. Initially the MM57109 is in the floating point
mode. The TOGM instruction toggles to the opposite
mode. The number of mantissa digits input or output
by an IN or OUT instruction is equal to the mantissa
digit count (MoC). The MoC is initially 8 and can be set
to any value from 1 to 8 using the SMoC instruction.
When an IN or OUT instruction is executed, the four
oA outputs will sequence through values indicating
which digit is to be input or output. The section of this
manual entitled Data Formats shows the values of the
oA lines for each of the digits input or output by an IN
or OUT instruction. During an OUT instruction, the four
DO outputs provide the digit outputs, coded i(l BCD.
The RIW output is pulsed active low once for each digit.
This RIW pulse can be used to write the data into a
RAM or clock it into a latch. During an IN instruction,
the four I lines (14-11). are data input lines for the
digits to be input and so are also named 04-01. The
same data format is used for IN as is used for OUT. The
oAS output is pulsed active low prior to reading each
digit. This oAS pulse can be used as a data request signal
to clock data into a latch, The digit address on the oA
lines is valid on the positive·going edge of the DAS pulse.

The IN and OUT instructions have been designed to allow
easy expansion of the internal register file. A 256 x 4
RAM will add an additional 16 registers for data storage.
The oA lines are used to provide part of the RAM
address. The rest of the address, which would specify
one of the 16 registers, comes from the external instruc-
tion storage (ROM, microprocessor, etc). The DO lines
are the input to the RAM, while the RAM outputs are
multiplexed to the I lines, using ISE L to select between
instructions or data. The processor RIW line is the RAM
RM signal.

There are three ways to input data to the MM57109.
The first is the IN instruction which has already been
described. Second is the AI N instruction, which inputs
a single digit into the X register. Multiple AIN instruc-
tions will input more than one· digit to the X register,
since the AIN instruction does not cause termination of

the number entry mode (number entry mode will be
fully described later in this manual). The oA lines pro·
vide a digit address from 0 to 7 for multiple AIN instruc-
tions. The AoR input (shared with 16) is a data hold
signal for AIN. If AoR is high during an AIN instruction,
the processor will wait till it goes low, and then read the
digit on 04-01. Finally, the F2 output of the MM571 09
will be pulsed active low as a read acknowledge signal.

For systems using a microprocessor with the MM57109
a, a peripheral, It I, unlikely th t the IN nor tho AIN
instruction would be used. Instead, the third method of
inputting data to the processor would be used. This
method involves entering numbers as instructions. There
are "0", "1", "2", ... "9" instructions, a decimal point
instruction, etc. A number can be entered directly into
the processor in the same manner as one presseskeys to
enter numbers into a calculator.

Several instructions have conditions which will cause an
error to occur. Table III will enumerate these conditions.
When an error does occur, the MM57109 will set the
ERROR output high. This output can be tested with the
TER R instruction and cleared with the ECLR instruction.

The 2 outputs F1 and F2 are flags which are set by the
instructions SFl and SF2. They can also be pulsed active
high with the instructions PFl and PF2. These flag
outputs cpulc' "e used as single bit outputs from the
MM57109.

A TJC instruction will branch (i.e. result in a true
condition causing a BR pulse) if the.•input JC is high.
Otherwise the TJC instruction will do nothing.

Table II summarizes this description of the MM57109
signal lines.

Several instructions are 2-word instructions, of which
there are 4 types. Each type generates 2 ROY pulses, one
for each word. The first type are the inverse instructions
(inverse SI N, COS, TAN and inverse +, -, x, .;- for
memory operations). These instructions require that the
INV instruction first be executed, followed by the
desired instruction (SIN, COS, etc.). The second type
is the SMoC instruction. The second word of this in-
struction is the mantissa digit count, a BCD number
from 1 to 8. The third type is the IN and OUT instruc-
tions. The second word of these instructi ons is the
register number (i.e. the high order address lor a RAM)
or possibly a device select code. It is not necessary to use
the second word 01 these instructions because the
MM57109 ignores it, providing only a ROY pulse that
mayor may not be used by external hardware. The linal
type 01 2-word instructions are the branch instructions.
The second word 01 these instructions is intended to be
a branch address to be loaded into an external program
counter i,rl stand-alone systems. For a microprocessor
~tem, the second ROY pulse can be used to clock the
BR output into a latch. The latch can then be tested to
discove'r if the branch condition was true (B R = 0) or
false (BR = 1). Many microprocessor applications will
not use the branch instructions, since testing and
branching is often more easily done within the micro-
processor itself.

SYNC
ROY
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SYNC

ROY

Sync Output

Ready

Flag 1

Flag 2

Vss = VOD + 9V nomLnfl:ly (see electrical specifica-
tionsl (VSS = Logic "'''1
Set high for at least 8 oscillator periods to power
ON. MM57109 will then set RIW = I, other outputs
= 0, and generate 3 ready pulses before reading first
instruction. HOLD must be 0 to complete each ready
pulse.

Single ¢ clock with frequency 4X microcycle' time.
Typical frequency is 400 kHz.

Active low output pulse once each microcycle.

Rising edge indicates processor is ready to execute
next instruction or get second word of 2·word in·
struction. If HOLD = 0, ROY goes low again and next
instruction is executed. If HOLD = 1. ROY stays
high until HOLD = O. (See Figure 81. ROY can be
used to clock an external program counter or to
request an instruction from another CPU.

When set high prior to or at the rising edge of ROY.
ROY will be held high and instruction execution
delayed until HOLD is set low.
A 4·microcycle active low pulse indicates a P..J:?gram
branch, ROY goes high during this pulse. BR may
be used as a load signal for an external PC or as a sense
input to a microprocessor.

Selects 6 bit instruction code (ISE L = 1) or JC, AD R,
04-01 (ISEL = Ol on 16-11 (the 6 input lines).

ActIve low pulses during OUT instruction to write
data digits into a RAM or register. Address and data
are valid 'It both edges. Rm is also pulsed during a
PAWl or PRW2 instruction.

Most significant instruction bit when ISEL = 1. Jump
condition for T JC instruction when ISEL = O. (JC = 1
indicates jump condition true.)

Instruction bit 5 when ISEL = 1. AIN Data Ready
(ADl'l) lor AIN instruction when ISEL = O. ADR = 0
lor data ready.1
Instruction bits 4-1. or mantissa digit count on second
word of SMOC instruction. when ISEL "" 1. Digit data
(AIN or IN instructions) when ISEL = O. Bit 4 is the
most significant bit.

Digit address for AIN. IN, and OUT instructions.
Used as multiplex selector (AIN) or as low order ad·
dress (IN, OUT) lor RAM or other I/O device. Bit 4
is the most significant bit. Blanked (=0) after each
IN. OUT, or AIN instruction.

Active low pulse indic3l:es digit address is changing.
New address is valid on second (positive-going) edge.

BCD digit output lor OUT instruction. Blanked (=01
after each OUT instruction. Bit 4 is the most signi-
ficant bit.

User controlled flag can be set or pulsed (reset if high).

User controlled lIag can be set or pulsed (reset il high).
Active low pulse (set if low) generated after each AIN
data read. This can be used as an acknowledge signal
to clear a f1ip·f1op.

Set on an arithmetic or OUT error. Reset by ECLR
instruction. See Error Control for more information.



Figure 4 shows a simple circuit for generation of the
MM57109 oscillator.

Figure 5 shows a flowchart and Figure 6 a timing diagram
of the MM57109 initialization sequence which occurs
when the POR input is set high for at least 8 clock
Jlllflil(li.

I •• 400 kHz
tgyg ••;ti~.

t£y
Yss

Voo -4V •,..".'UTI:: ---~---~---------::_--------------------------------
." ~,:;t~~~~~

NOI.: Hold: 0

DESCRIPTION (Assume Exte,nel PC)

A I nitialize PC to 0 }
B Advance PC to location 1 Error Recovery
C Advance PC to location 2 Locations

o Advance PC to location 3, MM57109 initialized
E Begin execution of instruction at location 3
tpr Time between last power supply up (Vss or

VDDI end leading adge 01 POR. tpr;:: 0

Figure
diagrar

After
ins true
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ehrenp
not re
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EXECUl
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l
Figure 7 shows a flo";"chart and Figure 8 shows a timing
diagram of the instruction fetch and execution sequence.

After initialization (POR) or the completion of an
instruction. the- processor raises ROY to signal the in·
struction store device that the processor is ready for the
next instruction word. The instruction store device could
be a semiconductor memory, host CPU, or an asyn'
ehronoul d vle@of lomo klrld. If tl'lQIn'tructlon noro I'
not ready to respond within the required access time
(8 microcyciesl. it must raise the HOLD input to delay

the instruction word fetch. HOLD may be set high any
time while ROY is low, or at the leading edge of ROY.
When HOLD goes low the processor will lower ROY and
begin instruction execution. The instruction word must
remain valid while ROY is low.

During program branches, skips, or fetching of the
second word of a 2'word instruction, the ROY/HOLD
IIqUOrlCO I, tl'lo •• mo ,dlleullod obovo, (Seo flo~.rt
in Figure 7 and timing diagram in Figure 8(e).l
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ISH10UTPUT) ISH·, DURING::r - - -/:J-----
SMOCINSTRUCTION0

1,-11 (INPUTS)==::x------x::::::::=x:=, , .
ROY go•• high
Next instruction COmeson I lines
ROY goes low, instruction is read and executed
by MM57109.

C(DY goes high for first instruction \NOrd
,~irst instruction word comes on I lines
ROY goes low. Instruction is read and decoded
bV MM57109.
ISEL goes low for second instruction word.
ROY goes high for second instruction word.
Second instruction word comes on I lines.
Instl'uction is executed by MM57109.

BRIOUTPUTI---------------------
iR· 1

1,-1, (INPUTS)==::x..... ....X
• c

_____ r
,

iRtDUTPUTJ----------------U--

o~ X,....---...,--
1,-ll(INPUTS)---A .. "------t

• c ,

First word of next instruction comes on I lines.
ISEL = 0 for second word
Second word becomes available (used by external
hardware only. except for SMOC instruction).
Data becomes available on 01-04 for IN and
AI N instructions and on JC for TJC instruction.
ISEL'" 1 for next instruction.
ROY pulse for next instruction occurs.

First word of branch instruction comes on I
lines.
ISEL = 0 for second word
Second \'\lOrd(branch address) becomes available
to external program counter.
Branch condition is true so 4·microcycle active
low SR pulse occurs and ROY is pulsed with
leading edge occurring during SR pulse. This
clocks branch address into program counter.
New instruction at branch address becomes
valid.
ISEL "" 1 for next instruction. ROY pulse
following ISEL • 1 is suppressed.

1,-11 (INPUTS) x::::::--------------- c

HOLD:=:: 1 at or prior to ROY leading edge
ROY stavs high until HOLD = 0
When HOLD goes low, next instruction word
must be available on I lines.
ROY goes low after HOLD goes low.

6·bit instructi
operation to t

OptiOnal 2 bi
could. be use,
etc.
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The 70 instructions are classed into digit entry, move,
math, clear, branch, input/output, and mode control
instructions. Table III contains a detailed description of
these instructions. Figure 9 shows the instruction format.
Table IV contains a summary of the instructions.

When a digit, decimal point, or rr is entered with an
AIN, 0-9, DP, or PI instruction, the stack is first pushed
and the X register cleared: Z --+ T, Y --+ Z, X ...•Y, 0 --+ X.
This process is referred to as"initiation of number entry."
Following this, the digit and future digits are entered
into the X mantissa. Subsequent entry of digits or DP,
EE, or CS instructions do not cause initiation of number
entry. Digits following the eighth mantissa digit are
ignored. This number entry mode is terminated by any
instruction except 0-9, DP, EE, CS, PI, AIN or HALT.
Termination of number entry means two things. First,
the number is normalized by adjusting the exponent and
decimal point position so that the decimal point is to the
right of the first mantissa digit. Second, the next digit,
decimal point, or rr entered will cause initiatir- of
number entry, as already described. There is ~ne .~~ep-
tion to the number entry initiation rule. The stack is

6-bit instruction operation code (see Table III) specifies
operation to be performed,

Optional 2 bits for external hardware (EH). These bits
could. be used for device selection on AIN instructions,
etc,

not pushed if the instruction prior to the entered digit
was an ENTER. However, the X register is still cleared
and the entered digit put in X.

The IN instruction enters all digits of a number. There-
fore, IN does not cause initiation of numbe, entry,
However, it does terminate number entry mode if the
processor is in this mode before the IN instruction is
executed. This means the user can mix 0-9, AI Nand
IN instructions without performing an ENTER before
an IN.

The IN instruction will always push the stack unless the
previous instruction was ENTER. This allows multiple
IN instructions to be executed without performing an
ENTER between them.

Table V shows execution times of each instruction.
These times are shown in microcycles, 1 microcycle
being equal to 1 SYNC period. Figure 10 shows timing
diagrams illustrating the dynamic characteristics of execu·
tion of each type of instruction, assuming HO LD = O.

Second word contains branch address to be loaded into
PC on branch, or MDC (Mantissa Digit Count) for SMDC
instruction, or high order address bits for RAM on
IN/OUT instructions, (Loworder address from DA lines.)
(Second word is ignored except for SMDC instruction. I
lines must contain digit data during AI N, IN instructions.)



CLASS SUBCLASS MNEMONIC·
OCTAL OP FULL NAME

CODE

Digit a 00 a
Entry 1 .' 01 1

2 02 2
3 03 3
4 04 4
5 05 5
6 06 6
7 07 7
8 10 8
9 11 9
DP 12 Decimal Point
EE 13 Enter Exponent
CS 14 Change Sign

Constant rr
Enter

XEY 60 X exchange Y

XEM 33 X exchange M

MS 34 Memory Store
).

MR 35 Memory Recall

LSH 36 Left Shift Xm

RSH 37 Right Shift Xm

Mantissa or exponent digits. On first digit (d)
the following occurs: Z ..• T

y ..• Z
X ..•y
d ..• X

See description of number entry on page 11.

Digits that follow will be mantissa fraction.
Digits that follow will be exponent.
Change sign of exponent or mantissa.
Xm = X mantissa
Xe = X exponent
CS causes -Xm ..• Xm or -Xe ..• Xe depending
on whether or not an EE instruction was
executed after last number entry initiation.
3.1415927 ..• X. stack not pushed.
Terminates digit entry and pushes the stack.
The argument entered will be in X and Y.

Z"'TY..•Z
X ..• Y

Do nothing instruction that will terminate digit
entry.
External hardware detects HALT op code and
generates HOLD = 1. Processor waits for HOLD
= a before continuing. HALT acts as a NOP and
may be inserted between digit entry instructions
since it does not terminate digit entry.
Roll Stack.

Pop Stack.
Y ..• X
Z..•y
T"'Z l
O"'T

Exchange X and Y.
X<->Y

Exchange X with memory.
X<->M

Store X in Memory.
X'" M

Recall Memory into X.
M"'X

X mantissa is left shifted while leaving decimal
point in same position. Former most significant
digit is saved in link digit. Least significant digit
is zero. '
X mantissa is right shifted while leaving decimal
point in same position. Link digit, which is
normally zero except after a left shift, is shifted
into the most significant digit. Least significant
digit is lost.
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x
/
YX
INV +'

INV-'
INV x'
INV r
l/X

SORT
SO
lOX
EX
IN
lOG
SIN

COS
TAN
INV SIN'
INV COSo
INV TAN'
DTR
RTD
MClR

EClR
JMP'

OCTAL OP
CODE

72
73
74
70
40, 71

40, 72
40,73
40, 74
67

45
46
40,44
40,45
40,46
55
54
57

Minus
Times
Divide
Yto X
Memory Plus

Memory Minus
Memory Times
Memory Divide
One Divided by X

Square Root
Square
Ten to X
E to X
Natural log of X
Base 10 log of X
Sine X

Cosine X
Tangent X
Inverse sine X
Inverse cosine X
Inverse tan X
Degreesto radians
Radians to degrees
Master Clear

Error flag clear
Jump

Test jump
condition

Add X to Y. X + Y ..• X. On +, -, x, / and YX
instructions, stack is popped as follows:

Z ..• y
T-+Z
O"'T

Former X, Y are lost. 0
Subtract X from Y. Y - X ..• X
Multiply X times Y. Y x X'" X
Divide X into Y. Y';' X ..• X
Raise Y to X power. yX ..• X
Add X to memory. M + X ..• M
On INV +, -, x and / instructions, X, Y, Z,
and T are unchanged.
Subtract X from memory. M - X'" M
Multiply X times memory. M x X'" M
Divide X into memory. M';' X'" M
1 .;. X'" X. On all F (X) math instructions Y, Z,
T and M are unchanged and previous X is lost.
,jX ..•X
X2 ..• X
lOX ..• X
eX ..• X
In X--> X
log X--> X
SIN(X) -->X. On all F(X) trig functions, Y, Z, T,
and M are unchanged and the previous X is lost,
COS(X)'" X
TAN(X) -->X
SIW1(X)-->X
COS-l(X)'" X
TAN-l(X) -->X
Convert X from degrees to radians.
Convert X from radians to degrees.
Clear all internal registers and memory; initialize
I/O control signals, MDC = 8, MODE = floating
point. (See initialization.)
0--> Error flag
Unconditional branch to address specified by
second instruction word. On all branch instruc-
tions, second word contains branch address to
be loaded into external PC.
Branch to address s!>"cified by second instruc-
tion word if JC (16) is true (=1). Otherwise,
skip over second word.
Branch to address specified by second instruc·
tion word if error flag is true (= 1), Otherwi$e,
skip over second word. May be used for
detecting specific errors as opposed to using the
automatic error recovery scheme dealt with in
the section on Error Control.
Branch to address specified by second instruc-
tion word if X = O. Otherwise, skip over second
word.
Branch to. address specified by second instruc-
tion word if IXI < 1. Otherwise, skip over
second word. (I.e. branch if X is a fraction.)
Branch to address specified by second instruc-
tion word if X < O. Otherwise, skip over second
word,



OCTAL OP
CODE

Mode
Control

Increment memory
and branch if
M¢O
Decrement
memory and
branch if M ¢ 0
Multidigit
input to X

Multidigit output
from X

Asynchronous
Input

Set Flag 1
Pulse Flag 1

Set Flag 2
Pulse Flag 2

Pulse Rffl 1

Set Mantissa
Digit Count
Inverse Mode

M + 1 ..• M. If M = 0, skip second instruction
word. Otherwise, branch to address specified
by socond instruction word.
M - 1 ..• M. If M = 0, skip second instruction
word. Otherwise, branch to address specified
by second instruction word.
The processor supplies a 4·bit digit address
(DA4-DA 1I accompanied by a digit address
strobe (DASI for each digit to be input. The
high order address for the number to be input
would typically come from the second instruc·
tion word. The digit is input on D4-D 1, using
ISEL = 0 to select digit data instead of in-
structions. The number of digits to be input
depends on the calculation mode (scientific
notation or floating point) and the mantissa
digit count (See Data Formats and Instruction
Timing). Data to be input is stored in X and the
stack is pushed (X'" Y ..• z ..•T). At the con·
clusion of the input, DA4-DA 1 = O.
Addressing and number of digits is identical to
IN instruction. Each time a new digit address is
supplied, the processor places the digit to be
output on D04-DOl and pulses the RIW line
active low. At the conclusion of output, D04-
001 = 0 and OA4-0A 1 = O.
A single digit is read into the processor on 04-
01. ISEL = 0 is used by external hardware to
select the digit instead of instruction. It will not
read the digit until AlJR = 0 (ISEL = 0 selects
AOR instead of 15), indicating data valid. F2 is
pulsed active low to acknowledge data just read.
Set Fl high, i.e. Fl = 1.
Fl is pulsed active high. If Fl is already high,
this results in it being set low.
Set F2 high, i.e. F2 = 1.
F2 is pulsed active high. If F2 is already high,
this results in it being set low.
Generates RIW active low pulse which may be
used as a strobe or to clock extra instruction
bits into a flip-flop or register.
Identical to PRWl instruction. Advantage may
be taken of the fact that the last 2 bits of the
PRWl op code are 10 and the last 2 bits of the
PRW2 op code are 01. Either of these bits can be
clocked into a flip·flop using the RIW pulse.
Change mode from floating point to scientific
notation or vice·versa, depending on present
mode. The mode affects only the IN and OUT
instructions. Internal calculations are always in
8-digit scientific notation.
Mantissa digit count is set to the contents of the
second instruction word (=1 to 8).
Set inverse mode for trig or memory function
instruction that will immediately follow. Inverse
mode is for next instruction only.

Note 1:
instruct

Note 2:

Note 3:
instruct

Note 4:

Note 5:
executi<
for mati
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0000 0 TJC' INV XEY

0001 1 TX=O' EN EX

0010 2 TXL TO' TOGM lOX

0011 3 TXF' ROLL SO

0100 4 TERR' SINISIN-ll SORT

0101 5 JMP' COSICOS-11 LN

0110 6 OUT' TANITAN-ll LOG

0111 , IN' SFI l/X

1000 8 SMOC' PFl YX

1001 9 IBNZ' SF2 + IM+I

1010 OP OBNZ' PF2 -IM-)

1011 EE XEM ECLR x (Mxl

1100 CS MS RTO /IMII

1101 PI MR OTR PRWI

,'1110 AIN LSH POP PRW2

1111 HALT RSH MCLR NOP

Note 1: HALT is same as NOP except it does not terminate
number entry. External hardware must generate HOLD· 1
to hal~.
Notll 2: IS6L. • 0 for AIN, all 2-word instructions eKeept
SMOC.
Note 3: All instructions with 16 15 • 00, do nOt terminate
number entry. Other instructions do termf3te number entry.

EXECUTION EXECUTION EXECUTION EXECUTION

INSTRUCTION TIME TIME INSTRUCTION TIME TIME

MNEMONIC (MICROCYCLES) (MICROCYCLESI MNEMONIC IMICROCYCLES) (MICROCYCLES)

(AVERAGE) IWORST·CASE (AVERAGE) (WOr.ST-CASE

VALUESI VALUES)

0-9 238 OUT 583

OP 152 IN 395

EE 151 SFl 163

CS 166 PFI 185

PI 1312 SF2 163

HALT 134 PF2 185

AIN 284 PRWI 130

TJC 208 PRW2 130

TX-O 278 SIN 56200 95900

TXLTO 197 COS ·56200 9S9OO

TXF 277 TAN 35000 97600

TERR 191 INVSIN 54000 93900

JMP 186 INV COS 54000 93900

IBNZ 2314 INV TAN 30200 92900

OBNZ 2314 LN 24Boo 92000

SMOC 163 LOG . 30700 92600

XEM 812 EX 30800 93900

MS 839 lOX,. 27400 96SOO

MR 13B5 +. - 2200 6600

LSH 168 INV+.INV- 1700 5000

RSH 173 IM+. M-)

INV 160 x 3200 22700

EN 552 INV x (MX) 2700 21400

TOGM 157 / 7800 22300

ROLL 905 INV/IMII 7300 21100

ECLR 163 l/X 4500 22800

POP 448 YX 55400 95500

MCLR 734 SORT 7000 30200

XEY 652 SO 3000 21900

NOP 122 OTR.RTO 9600 41700

Note 1: All times are measured from leading edge of ready for first word of the instruction to leading edge of ready for first word of the next
instruction.
Note 2: Add 67 microcycles to the execution time of any instruction which initiates number entry and is preceded by an ENTER instruction.
Note 3: Add 282 microcycles to the execution time of any instruction which initiates number entry and is not preceded by an ENTER
instruction.
Note 4: Add 1003 microcycles to the execution time of any instruction which terminates number entry.
Note 5: The execution time of each instruction is a function of the internal state of the device. It is not possible to predict precisely what the
execution time will be for any given instruction. This table shows worst-case values for basic instructions, and both average and worst-case values
for mathematical instructions. .



ROY pulsed to indicate ready for next
instruction.
Instruction tl plec.d on I line. before
goes low.

la) Timing Characteristics for All Instructions Except AJN,
HAL T. TJC, TX • O. TXL TO, TXF, TERR, JMP. OUT. IN.
SMDC. IBNZ. DBNZ. PF1, PF2, SF1. SF2, PRW1. PRW2, and
ECLR

In'Struction is placed on I lines.
ISEL goes low for second word.
Second instruction word (:a branch address)
becomes available to external program counter.
I lines at this time are don't care, (exception:
for T JC instruction 16 (- JC) must contain the
jump condition signal during this time).
ISEL goes high prior to ROY pulse for next
instruction.

Instruction is placed on I lines.
ISEL goes low for second word.
Second instruction word (= branch address)
becomes available to external program counter.
I lines at this time are don't~are, (exception:
for T JC instruction 16 (= JCI must contain the
jump condition signal during this time.
4-microcycle SA active low pulse provides load
signal for external program counter. ~
ROY leading edge occurs during SA pulse, thus
loading program counter with branch address.
Next instruction appears on I line prior to ROY
going low.
ISEL goes high for first word of next instruc-
tion, ROY pulse is suppressed.

Ie) Timing Characteristics for TJC, TX = 0, TXL TO, TXF,
TERR, IBNZ, and DBNZ with Branch Condition True. Also for
JMP Instruction.

HOLOHrmm~ ,
AOYIOUTPUT)--.J~------""" n,- _

POINTS
A
B

DESCRIPTION

Halt instruction is placed on I lines.
External hardware decodes halt instruction and
puts HOLD high. (This is necessary only if
the user wishes to have a HALT instruction).
HOLD i, r.i •••• d. ROY goo. low, HALT in·
struction is executed as a do-nothing instruction.

(dl Timing Characteristics for HAL T Instruction

POINTS

A
B

DESCRIPTION

SMDC instruction is placed on I lines.
At second ROY pulse second word of SMDC
instruction is placed on I lines. This word is the
now MDC. (1-81.
Next instruction is placed on I lines.

(.) Timing Characteristics for SMOC Instruction

l"ImllJiI"'Un------------L-J
o ,

lou:"'~~~l 1 , _
F~-----

POINTS

A
B

AIN instruction is placed on I lines.
ISEL goes low to select data digit on I lines.
16 and 14-11 are don't care as long as ADA
115) = 1.
Digit address appears on DA lines. DAS provides
1 microcycle active low pulse which frames DA
change. (Negative going edge occurs while DA
lines are still O. Positive going edge occurs after
DA lines have changed to their new value). The
first AI N instruction will have a digit address of
0000. Consecutive AIN instructions have digit
addresses of 0001, 0010. etc .. up to 0111. in-
structions which terminate number entry reset
the internal digit address to 0000.
Data digit is placed on 04-01. ADR goes low
indicating valid data digit.
F2 is pulsed active low to indicate read of data
on 04-01. ADR I~ must bo low for this
pulse to occur. If ADA is high, the MM57109
will wait till it goes low before reading the I
lines. ADA may go high again anytime after
negative going edge of F2. I lines are don't
care after F2 is pulsed ..
DA lines are reset to O. OAS provides 8 t micro-
cycle pulse framing DA change.
ISEL goes high prior to ROY pulso for n.xt
instruction.
Next instruction appears on I lines.

~f) Timing Characteristics for AfN Instruction

Instruction Timing Diagrams
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A IN instruction Is placed on I line .
BISEL goes low for second instruction word. Data digits multiplexed onto I lines when lSEL • O. I lines are don't care until OAS pulse

occurs.
e Second word of instruction becomes available to external hardware as a high-order address for a RAM or other device.
o First digit address appears on OA lines. This digit address is 0 or 2 depending on whether mode is floating point or scientific notation,

respectively. Each time a new digit address appears. a 1 microcycle active low pulse on OAS frames this change so that at the negative
going edQe of DAS the old digit address is valid while at the positiv~ng edge of OAS the new digit address is valid. __

E Digit data becomes valid on 04-01 within 1 microcycle after DAS negative edge. Digit data remains valid until n8xt OAS pulse.
Ouring this time dati is read.

F Digit address advances to next digit. i.e. 0,1,2,3, ... , N·1 floating point or 2, 3. 4, ... , N·' scientific notation
where N = MOC + 2 floating point

N "'"MOC + 4 scientific notation
(See Data Formats).

G Next digit is placed on 04-01, again within 1 microcycle after DAS negative edge.
H All digits have been read in. Digit Address goes to 0000. ISEL goes high before ROY pulse for next instruction. Number of digits read

depends on notation and mantissa digit count (see Data Formatsl.

(g) Timing Characteristics for IN Instruction

RDY(OUT'UT'~ rL,...... r-
I

A OUT instruction is placed on I lines.
S ISEL goes low for second instruction word.
e Second word of instruction becomes available to external hardware as a hi~der address for a RAM or other device.
o First digit address appears on DA lines, the same as for the IN instruction. OAS frames DA c~es, as with IN instruction.
E Fir,!! digit output appears on 004-001 within 1 1/2 microcycles after the negative edge of DAS.
F A/W active low pulse occurs to write data into RAM or other device. This is a 2·microcycle pulse occurring 2 1/2 microcvcles after

the negative edge of DAS.
G Digit address advances to next digit. (See Data Formats),
H Next digit output appears on 004-001, 14 microcycles after the last digit appeared.
I All digits have been output. Digit Address goes to 0000. ISEL goes high before ROY pulse for next instruction.

(h) Timing Characteristics for OUT Instruction

'a-1111f1I"UTSI X
•

SF1 or SF2 instruction is placed on I lines
Fl or F2 is se' high.

(j) Timing Characteristics for SF1, SF2 Instructions



If an error occurs, ERROR is set high (see
Table VI).
ECLR instruction is placed on I lines.
Error flag is set low.

Mantissa digit count and notation mode determine data
format. Table V II shows the contents of the DA and DO
lines for an IN or OUT instruction. Anywhere from 4 to
11 digits will be input or output by a single instruction.

One digit is input per AI N instruction. A maximum of 8
digits may be entered into the X mantissa by using
consecutive AI N instructions. Digit entry is terminated
by EN or any function instruction. Table VII shows the
DA lines for consecutive AIN instructions.

The error flag, which can drive an LED indicator, is set
high upon detection of an arithmetic or output error,
(See Table VI).

1. LN X when X < 0
LOG X -

2. Any result < 10-99
Any result ~ 10100

3. TAN 90·. 270·. 450·. etc.

4. SIN X. COS X. TAN X when IXI ~ 9000·

5. SIN-l X. COS-l X when IXI > lor IXI $ 10-50

6. SQRT X when X < a
7. I. INV/. l/X when X • a
8. In floating POint mode OUT instructIon if number

of mantissa dIgItS to left of decimal point IS > Man-
tISsa Digit Count.

The error flag can be tested by the TE RR instruction
(which branches if ERROR = 1) or it can be used to
clear the external program counter, resulting in a hard-
ware jump to location 0, the error recovery location,
In either case, an ECLR instruction must be executed to
clear the error flag.

For automatic error recovery, ERROR is wired to the
asynchronous clear input of the external program counter
(PC). The instruction at location 0 is an ECLR to clear
ERROR so that the next ROY pulse will advance the
PC to location 1. A JMP instruction at location 1 with
the address at location 2 of an error routine is then
executed, which results in a transfer of program control
to the error routine. These first 3 error recovery locations
are skipped over upon reset (POR) as can be seen in the
initialization and instruction fetch flowcharts. The
program shown in Table VIII shows typical error
recovery coding.

Figures 11-14 show sample systems using the MM571 09.
Figure 11 shows a simple demonstrator system using
switches to enter instructions. An LED display is used to
demonstrate the OUT instruction, with a switch to force
an OUT instruction on the I lines and to hold the HOLD
input low for 1 second for repeated execution of the
OUT instruction, resulting in a multiplexed display. A
flip-flop latches the SR pulse which occurs when a test
and branch instruction is true. LED lamps provide
visual indication of the various flags. An enter button
allows single instruction words to be entered one at a
time.

Figure 12 shows a stand-alone system with external
program counter and a RAM to expand memory.

Figure 13 shows the MM57109 used as a microprocessor
peripheral. Latches contain instructions for the MM57109
and digit data for the microprocessor.

Figure 14 shows a data acquisition system which obtains
data from a 3-digit AID converter.

Figure 15 shows a microprocessor to MM57109 interface
using 2 FIFO's for instruction and data buffering.

These sample systems are not intended to be detailed
drawings of a complete system (except Figure 11l- Their
purpose is to provide the designer with some ideas as to
how to use the MM57109 in an actual system.
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IN:

OUT:

04
004

03

003

02
002

Most significant exponent digit
Least sign ificant exponent digit
Sm 0 0 50
Not used·
Most significant mantissa digit (Decimal point follows this digit)

IN: 04 03 02 01
DA4-DA1 DP POS

OUT: 004 003 002 001

2 Sm 0 0 0
3 DPPOS
4 11 Most significant Mantissa Digit = 0-9
5 10

Notes:
MOC = Mantissa digit count. set by SMOC instruction, initially"" 8
Sm Sign of mantissa, 0 = positive, 1 - negative

5e • Sign of exponent (Se = 0 in floating point model
DP POS ., Decimal point position indicator is a value in the range from 11 down to 12 -...:..MOC, which indi·

cates a digit, as given by the DP POS column in the table. The decimal point is located to the right
of this digit.

OCTAL ADDRESS
OCTAL

LABEL
INS (RUCTION

OPERAND COMMENT
OP CODE MNEMONIC

00 53 ECLR aear error flag
01 25 JMP ERROR Jump to error routi ne
02 75 Address of label 'ERROR'
03 User Program

75 ERROR - - User error recovery routine

,



Mylt

ERROR
13

F1
16

" "
fl

"
MMSHOt

'. 10
DD't, DOJ "
DOl ", " DOl 11

,
"6 INSTRUCTION SWITCHES

SHOWN IN POSITION:
000000

DSC

1I 212625

VSS·9V
VOO' OV
R1 • C1 - 0.1 see
R2' C2 -1001'S
R3 'C2 - 1 see
IR2 - 200n. R3 - 2MI
All resistors are 10k-20k
unless otherwise specified

Operation:
1. To display, put switch in "OISPLAY" Rosition
and press "ENTER".
2. To enter en instruction. set 6 instruction
switches for op code of instruction.
3. Make sure switch is in "ENTER INSTRUC·
TIONS" position.
4. Press "ENTER" button once.
5. If a 2-word instruction, set switches for second
word and press "ENTER" again.

COUNT

BRANCH

ERROR

8RANCH ADDRESS(8l



SUSPEND MM57109 AFTER INSTRUCTION
IS EXECUTED (ALTERNATIVE TO USING
HOLD IS TO OUTPUT NOP INSTRUCTION
TO LATCH)
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g Functional Description (Continued)
(/)
(l)
Uo
llo.o
C-
Ollo.o

U

;:E
-0
(l)-C
(l)

FIFO NCU
i OATA l i SYSTEM OATA BUS ~ (lNSTRUCTIONl INSTRUCTIONS ~OATA

) BUS IN OUT 16-1,, r CONTROLLER , ~ ;:.... y r
NCU ......• WRITE

OATA CLK
OUT

FIFO FULL INPUT REAO ROY
REAOY eLK

'""'{ OUTPUT REAOY

CONOITIONS FIFO EMPTY I
HOLO

OR INTPTS
MMS7109

OUTPUT DATA READY

I
OUTPUT REAOY

~ADDRESS ~
FIFO
READ

STROBE READ WRITE RrW
RJW

CLK CLK., .,
~ OIGIT

I/O OUTPUT DATA
MICROPROCESSOR CONTROL OUT IN 004-001

i CONTROL LOGIC

FIFO
,

FI FO WRITE STROBE
(OUTPUT)., ,

0.062
n.S1S}

RAD

PIN NO.1 INDENT~.

,:1
1
0.550 '0.005

03.910 '0.121)

~

0,030

(0.7621 0.060 0.050

I 0600-0620 ----J M~X ~ ~f 11.21D)--t Q1Jo,OooS)

fr;:=/15~~""Cl~FfI ~~ '5:
0009-001SJ -rr

0625"0025 ~ --+ ~
L--- O_01_S ---' 0015'0015 I I I 0100 ~f.- 0018-0003 0125(0501'

(15.115 .~~~~) (1.905 -0.3811 t- --1 t"-f2.S40) 10.451'0.075) 13.1151 MIN
TVP MIN

National Semiconductor Corporation
2900 Semiconduclor Ouw. Santa Clara, Callfomia 95051, (408) 737.5000ITWX (910)339-9240
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808 Fuer.tanfaldbruck. Indusl, .•• lr.". 10. W•• l Germany. hie. (08'4') 1371/T818. 05·27MQ

N.tion.' Sllmlconductor (UK) Ltd.
lark'.eld Induslri.l esl.le, Greenock. $coll.nd, rele. (00475) 33251ITeru: 778-632


